
DYNACHEM Mesh Prep + Degreaser is a ready-to-use product based on a revolutionary approach 
to preparing mesh for emulsion coating and fi lm application. Its unique formulation of water 
based polymeric components eliminates many common screen making problems. 

F E AT U R E S

• Incorporates a unique mesh treatment which eliminates pinholes and fi sheyes. This 

results in better quality screens and dramatic reductions in both labor and supplies 

used for touch up.

• Cleans and prepares the mesh more throughly than conventional products, ensuring 

better adhesion, durability, and image defi nition.

• Conditions the mesh to allow smooth, uniform fl ow of direct emulsions. The result is 

better thickness control, elimination of thin weak spots, and reduced squeegee wear.

• Provides better emulsion and fi lm adhesion, a smoother surface, and more uniformity, 

directly contributing to longer print durability on-press.

• Can be reduced with 20 parts water and used as a simple mesh degreaser.

I N S T R U C T I O N S

• Ensure screen is clean of all ink, emulsion, or other contaminants.

• Mix Mesh Prep + Degreaser at a ratio of 1:20 with water.

• Pre-rinse both sides of mesh with water.

• Apply Mesh Prep + Degreaser to both the ink and print side of the screen using a 

brush, wipe, scrub padm, or spray, and scrub the product in.

• Use a low pressure fl ood rinse, starting at the top of the screen, until the entire 

product has been rinsed o� .

• Rinse again, ensuring no residue remains on either the mesh or frame. 

CHEMCHEMDYNACHEM

MESH PREP + DEGREASER

P R O P E R T I E S

APPEARANCE / ODOR

Clear liquid,
mild odor

SPECIFIC GRAVITY

1.0 @ 68°F (20°C)

pH

Neutral

VOC

None

FLASH POINT

None

INK TYPES

Not Applicable

PRODUCT FAMILY

Textile,
Graphic
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